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EXCITATION, Dipe Jola
petals pour rays of exaltation
a cluster of broken water goddesses
bubbly bubbles inbreathe the face of sky
ascension of silence underneath earth
petals eats the skin of orange lights
survival lusts after drops of goodness
morph into fractions of creation ever more
clothed in silky brown moths full of green lights
a chandelier a candlestick a glow worm
a cascade a brown body a flower
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[THE DAFFODILS NOD WHEN
I PASS IN EARLY SPRING], Justine Aubrie
I am from the branch above the brook
as much as I am from the fight that drove me
from the house to seek solace in filtered
sunshine. I am from the filtered sunshine
on carpet, lying on the floor for hours
as much as from the books I read there.
I am from the books I cared about too much
to share and from the books I never stopped
sharing. I am from their broken spines
when I got them back from careless hands
as much as I am from the hands,
as much as I am from my own carelessness.
I am from my mother’s caring in the ways
a child cannot see as much as from my father’s
open laughter and gallows humor.
I am from the gallows humor and the hospital
waiting room. I am from my sister’s fainting
at the sight of blood and from the blood
that refused to give up on me, refused to leave
the way I wanted it to. I am from the leaving
and the return. I am from a house on a hill
that picked itself up and left; I am from the driveway
and the daffodils on the bank--the only evidence
there was ever a house in the first place.
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GHOUL, Muthuvel Deivendran

Materials: Acrylic					

Dimernsions: 30cmx40cm
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COWS HAD NAMES, Debasis Tripathy
Not so long before, some thirty-five years or so,
my grandparents owned cows, and all of them had names:
Laali was the red-coloured heifer, the one-eyed cow was called Kaani
and her white calf (my grandmother’s favourite) raised her ears
whenever she heard her name, Santoshi - meaning a happy girl.
To my grandmother, happiness meant calling out ‘Santoshi’
and repeating it, over and over, like the earth moving around the sun,
or the moon around the earth, in fixed orbits. She was the earth
and for her repetition was happiness. Life revolved around simple things
and was not a linear graph of growth where the line can reach the sky,
still be climbing up for more. My grandparents never aspired for a lot
yet they have also turned into stars, though in a very different sky.
Now, the cattle shed is empty and skimmed milk arrives in plastic packs
at the doors from a modern dairy company, not far from our village the milk can barely remember the cow and the cows have no names.
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EDMUND BARNETT’S DOG, Lauren E. Oakly
“So, do you often do this?” Clyde asked, shifting from one foot to the other. Clyde and
Edmund hovered at the back of the queue for the ice cream van. Edmund unsheathed
an embroidered wallet from the silk lining of his jacket, fat with bank notes, and
plucked out a two-pound coin.
“Do what?” he replied.
“Take people on dog walking dates.” Clyde gestured to the solid lump of dog
rolling around at his feet; it was Edmund’s flat-faced, muddy-coated French Bulldog
that he called Badger. Clyde felt oddly enamoured by Badger’s bulbous wet-eyed gaze
and bat-like ears. When he smiled at Badger, the dog’s face broke into a wide toothless grin. Her tongue slipped out and flopped over her lower lip, drool beginning to
make its way down Clyde’s leg. Badger leaned into him, plastering his jeans with hair
from her lustrous marbled coat, but he didn’t mind. To Clyde, she was beautiful. Not the
kind of dog he pictured being owned by someone like Edmund, who was now blushing
at the ice cream menu.
“Oh. Er - not really,” Edmund said, grasping the coin until his fingertips turned
white. “To be quite honest... I haven’t been on a date in five years. Been out of the game
for a while, you know.” Judging by Edmund’s cringeworthy Tinder bio, he wasn’t surprised:

EDMUND BARNETT, Aged 37 - Businessman, philanthropist, mint tea drinker.
I’m a gay man looking for a soul mate, for my dog and I to share our lives with. My favourite
song is Blue Monday by New Order. I enjoy long walks with my dog. If you don’t love me, at
least you’ll love my money ;).
Edmund wasn’t bad looking. The strong jawline and grey deep-set eyes were his
best features. But it was the accompanying photos of his dog that had made Clyde’s
heart beat a little faster. He’d nearly swiped left, but Badger’s handsome features had
pulled him back. Of course, he and Edmund matched. Why wouldn’t they? Clyde was
conventionally attractive and Edmund was unconventionally desperate. Edmund wasn’t
really a smooth talker, but at least he was straightforward. Clyde didn’t mind, as long as
he got to meet Edmund’s dog.
“Of course,” Edmund continued, “it hadn’t occurred to me to bring my dog to a
date before. Maybe I’d be married by now if I’d tried this ten years ago.”
“No, you wouldn’t,” Clyde said. “Because gay marriage wasn’t legal ten years ago.”
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EDMUND BARNETT’S DOG, continued
“You’re right. But I would have received some nice comments at least.”
Badger tugged on the lead wrapped around Edmund’s hand, scrabbling on the
gravel as a squirrel hopped across the path. “Badger, sit!”
“Do you want me to hold her?”
“No, it’s alright.”
“Maybe I can handle her.” Clyde’s hand darted to the lead so fast that he elbowed
the coin out of Edmund’s other hand. It rolled under the van, out of reach. “Sorry - I’m so
sorry. I’ll pay for you -”
“Don’t be. It’s fine.”
“But I really -”
“It’s fine,” he repeated. “It’s only two pounds.”
“Of course,” Clyde muttered. He eyed up Edmund’s heeled Dolce and Gabbana
shoes and the silver bracelet tucked under his shirt sleeve. In comparison to Edmund,
he must have looked like a pauper in his second-hand jeans and lumberjack shirt. He
blocked out the sound of Edmund’s pontificating and gripped the lead tighter, assessing different exits surrounding the park. There were only two clear exits he was aware
of - the grand iron gates leading to town centre or a small kissing gate just behind the
ice cream van. Finally, Edmund was at the head of the queue and waving his finger towards the menu, spitting on the ice cream seller’s face as he recited his order. Badger
slumped onto her bottom and panted in Clyde’s general direction. He bent down and
rubbed her ear. A sudden rush of exhilaration intoxicated him.
I could steal her, he thought. I could bolt now and he’d never catch us. He straightened himself and buzzed with restlessness for a moment, but fear trickled in and kept
his feet cemented to the ground. A minute later Edmund returned with one Mr Whippy
in each hand, beaming at Clyde.
“Shall we walk to the lake?”
“Alright then.”
Together, they promenaded along the footpath towards the lake. Clyde checked his
watch – only ten minutes had passed. Right now, he could be enjoying a fresh Stella
Artois on his own and watching the Peaky Blinders omnibus.
“So, how long have you been a businessman?” Clyde asked.
“As long as I can remember,” Edmund replied. “My father was a bit of an investor
in his time, essentially bought the whole town, you know. But anyway, I worked in his
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EDMUND BARNETT’S DOG, continued
chain of hotels, and he was going to give them to me, until…”
“Until what?”
“Until he found me and my best friend Alexander having it off behind the Bilberry
Inn. I was only seventeen when he chucked me out.”
“Bastard.”
“The only people I had left were my auntie, who I went to live with, and Alexander.
My mum had left us years before.”
“That must have sucked. I’m so sorry. Bastards.”
“It’s okay, it turned out to be the best thing for me. I’ve had to fend for myself.
Eventually I left them all behind, even Alexander. It’s good to move on. I developed my
own business, working in real estate, and have been ever since.”
“And here I was thinking you were sitting on a mountain of wealth purely out of
privilege.”
“Oh no, I worked hard to look this posh.”
Clyde couldn’t help but let his mouth twist into a smirk.
They found a bench-shaped tree trunk dug into the bank. Its wood was slimy,
rotting and well worn. Clyde thought that it must be imprinted with the memories of
many other couples that had been on dates like this one. Edmund unclipped Badger
then patted the bench with a pocket tissue before sitting down.
Within that split second, Clyde decided he would do it. No hesitation, no excuses.
He was going to steal Badger, just because he could. The idea had taken hold, snaking its tentacles around his brain and squeezing tighter. Why had such an unusually
corruptive thought consumed him? It was so easy. As long as Edmund turned his back
for one second, he could pick up the dog and run. He wiped a few raindrops away and
tentatively perched on the end, careful not to sit too close to Edmund. Badger sniffed
around the reeds that sprouted from the soft muddy earth that bordered the lake. A
green membrane of algae stretched across the lake’s entire surface. Sunlight bounced
off the ripples and illuminated Edmund’s face. He was staring into the distance to where
the ice cream van was. Clyde’s heart had picked up the pace and he could feel his
hands shaking, not from the cold. He cleared his throat.
“Do you still speak to him?”
“Who?”
“Your dad.”
“I’ve tried, but…” Edmund rubbed the back of his neck, his forehead wrinkling. In
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EDMUND BARNETT’S DOG, continued
this state, he looked younger, hopeless. He drew in a breath and gathered his face into
the original confident, sanctimonious smile he’d owned in his tinder profile picture. “You
haven’t told me about yourself yet.”
“There isn’t much to tell.”
“Come on, there must be something. I don’t care, you could tell me your favourite
colour and I’d find that interesting. Entertain an old man, won’t you?”
“Old man? You’re thirty-seven, not seventy-three.”
“I feel seventy-three. Now come on, let’s get it out in the open. What’s your favourite pet?”
“Favourite pet, you say?”
“Why not.”
“I like dogs.” Clyde said, eyeing Badger. Badger snorted and jumped up to lick his
face in appreciation. He laughed and squished Badger’s face in his hands. “Yes, I like
you, too.” The muscles in his legs tightened, ready to spring from the bench and run.
“What about specifics?” Edmund pressed, “What type?”
“Well… I especially like French Bulldogs, as it happens.” Clyde’s hand moved to
Badger’s collar.
“What a coincidence! Looks like I have the full package for you.”
“Hell yeah.” Clyde suddenly found himself blushing at the thought of his ‘package’
and his hands slackened. He looked at Badger and smiled, but his smile was bittersweet. Finally, Clyde realised that he saw the eyes of a dog he’d owned long ago.
“Did I tell you that I used to have a dog who looked just like this?”
“No, you didn’t,” Edmund said.
On his tenth birthday, Clyde’s mother had bought him his very own French Bulldog
puppy. Clyde had named it Pepper after the peppery stippled black fur that covered
her. Whenever Clyde got anxious, Pepper would waddle up to him and sit on his feet
until he stopped crying and his breathing slowed. On cold wet days, he curled up on the
ottoman underneath the bay window with Pepper by his side, watching the rain trickle down the glass. He’d scratch her ears while she slept peacefully, until he drifted off
too. When he turned sixteen and decided to come out to his parents, Clyde learnt the
discrepancy and conflict of his parents’ love for him. The only one who remained by his
side and loved him simply for who he was, was Pepper.
They spent most of their time going hiking together over the hill next to the coun-
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EDMUND BARNETT’S DOG, continued
cil house he lived in. At the top, he could see the entire town, from the steeple of St.
John’s church disappearing into the low clouds, to the children’s playground painted in
bright primary colours. Pepper loved playing in the shade of the hazel tree and would
make Clyde and his friends laugh whenever she tore through the long grass after a
panicked squirrel. One day, Pepper chased after yet another innocent squirrel, stumbled, lost her footing, then started rolling down the steep edge of the hill. She tumbled
too hard and fast for Clyde to catch her. Pepper was found at the bottom, bones broken, blood seeping from her mouth, her kind eyes closing.
Clyde tried to digest the ball of sadness that had gathered at the back of his
throat. Unshed tears made the skin around his eyes tight, and his eyelids heavy. Edmund squeezed Clyde’s hand.
“Are you okay?” he asked.
“Yeah. Don’t pay any attention to me. I’m being silly. Crying over a stupid dog.”
One fat tear spilled over his cheek. He sniffed and shakily rubbed it off with the back of
his other hand.
“It’s not silly at all. I know I’ll be devastated when Badger passes. Anyway, things
like that can have a serious effect on anyone. Like the time I caught my Uncle Gavin
naked in the garden with the water hose. Scarred. For. Life.” They snickered.
“Do you get lonely?” Clyde asked.
“Not really. I have Badger.” Edmund whistled to Badger, who scrambled up onto
the bench and nestled into the space between them. Edmund patted her rump and she
wagged her tail, which hit the wood with a dull smack. “Where would I be without her,
eh?”
Clyde felt compunction wash over him. He looked at the dog, and then at Edmund. Despite Edmund’s embarrassing online profile, his seemingly desperate texts,
his garish semblance, and the absence of his family, Edmund wasn’t the lonely one.
He had his dog. He had his life figured out. What an idiot Clyde was, thinking of taking someone’s happiness away from them. Clyde turned to Edmund with an intake of
breath, chewing on his words.
“What is it?” Edmund asked, shifting his body towards him.
“Nothing. The thing is, I…”
“Yes?”
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EDMUND BARNETT’S DOG, continued
“I’ve really enjoyed this date.”
“Not just because of my dog?” Edmund teased.
“No. I like your company.” The words left Clyde’s mouth before he could stop
them. His throat tightened and he quickly looked away, refusing to see Edmund’s reaction.
“I like your company too,” Edmund said, his mouthed arched into a coquettish
smile.
Clyde hesitated, then curled his hand round Edmund’s. Edmund stood, pulling
Clyde up with him, and wrapped his arms around him. Badger leapt up and started to
yap, bouncing around their ankles.
“Come on,” Clyde said, “Let’s go to mine for lunch. I’ll cook.”
“Really?” Edmund said, clipping Badger’s lead back on. “That sounds perfect.
Come on badger! We can’t forget you.”
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IN WHICH YOU IS FOUNTAIN SQUARE
AND ME IS A FUCKING TOURIST, AGAIN, Sam Ferrante
When I tell you about the sun glinting
off each droplet of shotgun-spewed
PBR, I need you to roll
with it, the way rent-a-scooters wheel
themselves right on by and into
the shady bits of sidewalk. When I follow
up with solemn murmurs about sharp barks
from hasty truck horns and first date
nervous cackling, I need you to believe
it’s good, the way a guy with a cooler and ripped
up t-shirt doles out water and beer for a hand
shake and prolonged eye contact. When I lie
back and look up at the underbelly of some single
bird treading air like a jellyfish pumping
the whole ocean back to the seabed, I need you to beat
with it, like the bleating of a crosswalk robot’s wait
unanswered. When I sit with you on this pristine bench, I need you
to see through me and tell me what I mean.
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PRESERVING PEARS, Mike Ferguson
There are my vigilante moves in the early morning. Can I just use bourbon? Raiding a
friend’s tree is some kind of irony. Too many YouTube recipes eschewing sugar. A 15-carbon
skeleton at its core, fleshed out until disintegration / unless. When I come to check for falls, is
it possible they hear me walking on gravel? Worms and birds have their own ideas.
Phrenology of a fruit anticipating its longevity. She adorned with small squares of cheese,
knowing and tempting. It is in the merest hint of self-sufficiency. Both the pear and the plum
trees have become sustainable sonnets. As if a loanword can preserve its naming.
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TO BIRTH AND BEAR FRUIT, Marina Flores
My cousin Rowhan—a three-year-old living in the vicious subtropical climate of
small-town South Texas—does not know me, nor has he ever met me. Nor will he likely
ever meet me. Not because of his bubbly personality or his extended vocabulary fueled by sugar, but because I’m strangers with the 247 miles of highway that separate
us from one another. Mine and Rohan’s mothers are first cousins. Both women share a
broken kinship through their mothers: a once feisty group of eight sisters who voiced
loud thoughts with even louder Spanish tongues and hands that picked cotton beneath
a revengeful sun.
This past weekend, on a suffocating afternoon in July, my mother drove my
grandmother down that 247 miles of road again to the Valley, this time to visit Delia,
her ailing 85-year-old sister. Delia, a petite woman slightly hunched at the back, styles
her short, chestnut hair the same way many of the eight sisters still do: brushed back
from the face, the indent of heated mesh rollers practically invisible. Year after year, my
grandmother, a rather witty and educated woman, admitted she wouldn’t look so much
like her sisters if she would decide to, one day, get a facelift. She never did, though. I’m
convinced the needles and facial bruising scared her off.
In our family, illness struck often; however, when it did, it punctured a hole in all
of us. Aunt Delia was admitted to the hospital after suffering a stroke that left half her
body as stiff as the hundreds of neighboring patrol agents on the US-Mexico border.
Aunt Delia’s husband awoke and discovered her unconscious in the stuffy living room,
her body slumped over the edge of their sofa in the midnight hours, the television still
on. The doctors and specialist surgeon removed the clot in Aunt Delia’s brain through
her leg. After five attempts and multiple vessel collapses, a generous gush of red
flooded the vessels in her brain like a sudden gush of water through a river’s mouth.
A surge of relief overcame me after my great aunt awoke from surgery. My body
deflated a little with every breath. According to my mother, when Aunt Delia awoke, she
felt nothing on her left side and couldn’t swallow, but she could sure talk away—in English, in Spanish, in Spanglish. Later that night, I thanked the ancestors that the world
did not take away the only sister out of the now five that communicates with my grandmother on a monthly basis. I prayed that Aunt Delia’s body would heal and that the
strength in her blood and in her brain would restore itself. Still, I couldn’t imagine what
it’s like knowing her own body was her nemesis, her blood and tissues a vicious battle
ground.
I, nevertheless, hoped my grandmother didn’t travel all the way back to her
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TO BIRTH AND BEAR FRUIT, continued
hometown only to bury a third sister. As for me, the last time I traveled those hundreds
of miles of flat highway was to visit death. My insides shudder at the thought of funeral
arrangements.
When I dug through my compilation of memories in the Valley, I recalled the hundreds of lotería games played with uncooked frijoles around my great-grandmother’s
wooden dining table, the same ornate table all eight sisters and their families stuffed
and crowded around even though it was much too small for the room. I smelled the
aroma of fresh, hand-rolled tortillas with butter ready to eat from the stovetop as I
played hide-and-seek with my cousins in coat closets filled with moth balls. I tasted
the sweet, ripened oranges with a tinge of green at the stem that hung from the backyard tree like bulky Christmas ornaments. I remembered repeating “Felíz Navidad” to
my blind, bedbound great-grandmother with her wrinkled hand clasped around mine,
even though I’m positive she forgot my name and how I was related to her as soon as I
walked away.
Every so often, I still think of my buried childhood: of recollections that transport
me back to a healthier family that didn’t water the seed of manipulation, selfishness, or
monetary greed, but a family that wished us well and picked up the phone on birthdays,
or mailed Kohl’s clearance items wrapped in holiday-patterned tissue paper. Almost
two decades ago, we were once a family that lifted one another up into a cloudless sky.
Two decades ago, the death of my great-grandmother caused the flesh of our family to
tear open like a deep wound, a wound she herself, our matriarch, could no longer sew
back together. No one attempted to take her place. No one could.
I texted my mother to check in on the condition of my Aunt Delia—bound to a hospital bed, a tube down her throat, as her daughter-in-law and granddaughter toured
Pennsylvania for potential Ivy League colleges—but also to check in on my own grandmother before too many tears left her unable to speak. I wondered, did she go to bed
thinking she’d return home, again, with one less sister?
She’s stable, my mother said about Aunt Delia. All their bodies told different stories of pain: critical organs and circulatory systems riddled with heart disease, diabetes, glaucoma. I winced. I remember my grandmother shriveled up this same way, like
a dried fruit stripped of moisture, when two other sisters made their way to heaven,
too. Somehow, I imagined their eternal spirits above the clouds, hand-in-hand with my
great-grandmother, bathed in light and free of pain.
My mother met Rowhan before I did, at a round dinner table in a dimly-lit Texas
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TO BIRTH AND BEAR FRUIT, continued
Longhorn on a Saturday night. I didn’t mind. Mine and Rowhan’s mothers are close in
age, maybe five years apart; however, my cousin is three and I twenty-four. We believe
that Rowhan’s grandmother, one of the eight sisters, sent Rowhan’s father and then
Rowhan to her daughter not too long after she fell ill in her bedroom one night and reunited with the rest of the family members who waited in heaven.
I met Rowhan virtually, kind of. In the picture he sat on the edge of the dinner
table and wore a green and black plaid button-up shirt. Still, my boisterous cousin
radiated the curiosity of a toddler more tech-savvy than any of my grandparents combined. To me, Rowhan’s dark hair and eyes remind me much of my own even though he
resembles a much smaller replica of his mother. In him, I saw a rambunctious child who
asks his parents “Why?” at least twenty times a day, but not before saying “please” and
“thank you” and “sorry” after biting his little sister. I saw a preschooler who believes in
Spiderman’s existence, one who won’t ever know his own grandmother even though
he got the opportunity to hug and sit on the lap of my grandmother in the middle of a
restaurant half of our family wasn’t invited to.
With little fingers, my cousin navigated pictures of me and my dog, Simba,
through my mother’s photo album. He understood the concept of FaceTime and replayed videos of my four-legged friend the same way I rewound and re-watched The
Lion King on VHS at his age. I saw the next generation of our family in Rowhan, except his generation didn’t grow up in an age of sisterhood and camaraderie and unity. Yet, even later on, Rowhan wouldn’t ever understand that the family fell apart like
great-grandmother’s house after she suffered a stroke while in bed, her body limp, only
to receive medical help too late. He wouldn’t ever experience a game of lotería or taste
buttery tortillas or feel the juices from a pulpy orange slide down into the valleys of his
chin and sear his tongue with sourness.
We stopped visiting the Valley because sisterhood and camaraderie and unity
were replaced by mistreatment and intimidation and resentment not too long after my
great-grandmother’s funeral. She held us together like the security of the nurturing
branches that served as a place of growth for the dozens of unripe citrus fruits. Fruits
Rowhan wouldn’t ever sink his teeth into.
Later, after a final goodbye to Aunt Delia, my grandmother asked my mother to
drive by my great-grandmother’s house. The exterior of the little home, dilapidated and
neglected, was barely visible through the overgrown vegetation in the yard. Further in,
the driveway, once groomed and cleared for visitor’s vehicles, sat vacant and idle. The
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TO BIRTH AND BEAR FRUIT, continued
roof drooped a little at the corners, almost in a frown. The branches of the orange tree
were no longer lush and full of ripe fruit. Instead, these withered branches shrank behind the house in fear, the wilted shells of thick oranges settled into the dry earth at the
base of the hollowed trunk.
Like the shriveled and decayed branches, mine and the newest generation of the
family are, too, all bound to one another by broken kinship. The once evergreen tree
sprouted buds and held out its nurturing arms from the house like my great-grandmother did, ready to birth and bear another year’s harvest of fruit. I imagined the orange
tree’s branches coiled around me in a tight embrace. Despite the miles and miles of
roadway between myself and Rowhan and the familial roots we share, we will almost
always remain strangers.
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DOUBLE, Gale Acuff
“I cannot hate thee worser than I do.”
--Antony and Cleopatra, 2.5
I don’t want to die because you can’t play
baseball or football or basketball or
eat pizza and tacos and banana
splits or read comic books and stay up late
and watch TV in the summertime in
the living room with the big three-speed box fan
to keep you cool or play Strat-O-Matic
or Monopoly or laugh at Hee Haw
and its cornball jokes and big hair or watch
Dracula movies with lots of cleavage
or just lie there in the dark and wonder
if any of the girls at school might be
thinking about you or your buddies and
wondering what middle school, grade 7,
will be like next year, death is definite
is probably true and at church they say
that in Heaven maybe life’s like life here
but the fun never ends and in the Bad
Place you also live eternally but
suffer for all that and then there’s the time
when one of the Smith twins died and the twin
left came back to school three days later and
you thought that the other one had risen
again, we could hardly tell ‘em apart
even when they were side by side, double
it was like seeing and when you asked him
if losing a twin brother was worser
than just losing a brother he smiled and
closed his eyes and when he opened them what
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DOUBLE, continued
did you see in them but the far-away
of a place where we knew we were going
even now.
And waking next morning, sore
and stiff from too much sandlot and hungry
and everything new and early again
yet another part of your life ended
which reminded us that we go to church
to make some sense of it all, I should say
to figure why we shouldn’t be afraid
when all the same we are. Take Christmas Eve.
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ROXANNE’S DISH, Linda McMullen
At 10:47 p.m., Roxanne scrubbed the last bit of tangerine pork marinade off the
Dutch blue-and-white china Bill had inherited from his mother – dishes that started
every meal immaculate but progressively absorbed every feculent tint. Bill had ignored
years of suggestions about donating them. Finally, Roxanne’s hundred-and-sixty
pounds eased into the right-hand groove in the sofa, and she pulled the towering laundry basket closer. It traced a familiar path through the carpet. Bill poured a third scotch
and lowered himself into the parallel depression.
“Davenport said your pork loin topped the one he got at Wild Lotus,” offered Bill.
The air conditioner thundered into life, clearing its throat and loudly performing its
sun salutations.
“…nice of him,” returned Roxanne.
“Can you iron that one?” Bill asked, gesturing to a dress shirt atop the pile. “I’ve
got breakfast with Davenport again.” His tone brimmed with import. Roxanne remembered when Bill had employed that same tenor to assure her dubious father, with a
swaggering certainty then unsupported by polling, that he could provide for a wife by
becoming Salem’s next mayor.
“What breakfast?” Roxanne asked, turning Bill’s undershirt right-side-out.
“He invited me to come out to the airport to have breakfast with him and Lieutenant Governor Slaughter –”
Roxanne’s eyebrows dashed toward the bridge of her nose. “You said you wanted
to stay here.”
“It’s just breakfast.” He’d won over his first hesitant electorate with that note of reassurance. 53%-47%. A margin that had grown every year until the last election, when
the young people had come out in irate droves. Bill had won again – but narrowly.
“If you intend to stay in Salem, there’s no need.”
Bill sipped his scotch. “What if they wanted me in Milford?”
“What if you found yourself three hours away from your grandchildren, instead of
three minutes?”
“Roxie –”
“Or, try this, Bill: what if you found yourself an irrelevant junior state senator after
decades as the leading light in Salem?”
Bill sipped his scotch.
“What do you want to do for our anniversary?”
Roxanne pondered the bottomless basket of unmatched socks, thought back to
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ROXANNE’S DISH, continued
their wedding. I only have eyes for you. “Something…where the two of us do something
– together.”
“For our fortieth we had a bash at Chez Ma’s, you remember?”
She did.
Roxanne’s resumé consisted of 49+ years of hand-shaking at galas, fundraisers, picnics, barbeques, conferences, non-family christenings, and Elaine and Arthur Rhodes’
annual cream-of-Salem-society Christmas parties. “A ballroom dance class?”
“Dai said he could give us a great rate at Wild Lotus.”
“Mmm,” said Roxanne.
Roxanne went to Billy’s as soon as she had dressed. Billy’s elder pair had just
come home from college; Cassidy’s attempts to avoid smothering or neglecting her
stepdaughters usually resulted in her alternating between the two. Roxanne listened
appreciatively to stories of near-disaster during finals and admired selfies while Cassidy
buttoned the back of Aisling’s dress and offered Liam banana bites from his tray. Soon,
the smaller two went off to daycare and the elder two to their summer jobs – and Roxanne’s phone rang.
“The Lieutenant Governor said he meant for both of us to come to breakfast.”
Roxanne had planned to put a London broil in the crock pot, and do up a practice
cake ahead of the family party for the “big 50th,” as Bill called it. She’d taken a cake
decorating class a year ago, and meant to do more, but Bill had been experiencing a
rough time with the city manager and her piping tips had gotten dusty in the drawer. “I
don’t want to drive out to the airport.”
“So get an Uber.”
Roxanne had taken exactly one yoga class. Each muscle fiber below her neck
had yammered for three days afterward and she had never gone back. During the cool
down, though, the teacher had told the class: ‘Sigh down to your toes’. She remembered the phrase at odd moments. But habit won.
“…soon as I can,” murmured Roxanne, pulling up the name of her occasional driver.
The airport boasted one decent restaurant before security (Plane Fare) and Roxanne settled into the chair beside Bill. Lieutenant Governor Slaughter’s pomade assaulted her nose. He gave her the pseudo-deferential smile Bill offered pro-choice
activists and vegans, and said, “We were discussing a real opportunity for your husband,
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Mrs. Vitus.”
Milford! A chance to influence statewide policy! Increased prominence in the
party! Roxanne supplied a reliable smile. He’d be Special Advisor to the Governor, Mrs.
Vitus.
Bill turned to her. “Can’t you just see it?”
“It’s a lot to take in,” said Roxanne.
They walked out to Bill’s car. “Well?” said Bill.
“I need some time to think it over,” said Roxanne.
He dropped her off at home; bussed her on the cheek, less affectionately than
usual.
Roxanne hustled dinner into the crock pot, made the cake, and flipped idly
through the Salem Recreation Department summer catalogue.
Bill insisted on using the good china to celebrate “this overdue recognition,” as
he said. He complimented Roxanne on the meat, noting that it might have achieved still
more tenderness with a little more time in the crock pot.
The practice cake seemed a hair over-decorated.
Roxanne washed the dishes afterward, ruminating. As ever, she felt the heavy,
lopsided dinner plate slipping from her grasp…then she smiled, and sighed down to her
toes, as she let it drop onto the hardwood floor.
“Roxie?”
She extracted the other dinner plate from the suds and sent it to join its brother.
Bill surged into the kitchen. “What the –” He spotted the shards. “Roxie! Mother’s plates!”
“I’m not going to Milford, Bill.”
“What?” asked Bill.
“The mini-broom and dustpan are in the cupboard under the sink.”
“But –”
“Once you’ve got it cleaned up, we can take some cake over to Billy’s family. We
can do a backyard barbeque with them and a few close friends for our 50th. Nothing
fancy.”
“What on earth –”
“And tomorrow I’m signing up for a pottery class.”
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NEIGHBORHOOD #1, Emily Murman
Snow buries my neighborhood
then thaws across
yours
us, moths in the tunnels of the train
blinking
for the light
eating through the town
There’s no one else around
to see you glow
in the parking lot against
the jellied sky,
blue veins through pink parchment
teal tattoos itch across skin

I itch

on a Sunday morning
smelling mud, gasoline, semen
when you
read me like a railroad
El el el el el elll elll
where white thighs
meet
My cardboard-colored
skirt wrinkles in the wind
Soon you’ll have already seen me
wear all the clothes I own
I pinch the spot of sky
above us and deposit it
into my savings account
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FOR EMMA, Emily Murman
when later this year weather is what I want
there’s the feeling of falling behind with
time when every task feels
a little more taxing
this summer my hair
nearly black with each asphalt layer
along the street where we split geodes
to start septembers
we named our writing
after fruits like pomegranate named shit
fringes to feel more like poets
thinking tarantino films were good
because you hadn’t seen valerie
and I wanted to be bad
dared each other
kicked off swimsuits with white feet swishing
wrinkled in the teal chill before going
cold as corpses
I rolled sand from the creases of my thighs
sucked lakewater from split
ends cards from you curled wet then
dried out in a shoebox
when my house caught on fire I grabbed it
and months later a girl in a smiths
shirt passed you and you thought she was
me which is cliché, I know
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CARROT, Gareth McGorman

Materials: Digital Photography
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WHAT THE BEES DON’T KNOW, Catherine A. Brereton
My grandfather was careful with his superstitions. He counted magpies and treated his bees with the proper respect, keeping them informed of happenings lest they
take umbrage and desert the hives. The bees were the first to know everything. He kept
his bees on the grassy slope at the side of the house; three hives, on the steep croft,
tucked over to the right hand side, next to the barbed wire fence, which separated his
land from the fields next door. I recall seeing him dressed for beekeeping only a handful of times, a thick jacket over his usual checkered shirt, elbow-length gauntlets, and
a white bee veil covering his head. He was a strange figure, like an astronaut or a deepsea diver. Otherworldly. I kept my distance.
The hives were less of a mystery than my grandfather himself: three wooden
crates painted duck-egg blue, propped up with bricks and wooden offcuts. When we
played on the croft—me, my brother, my cousins—we’d hide behind the beehives, oblivious to the dangers. In the summer, Granddad worked long hours, so he wasn’t around
to see us playing near the hives, or to warn us away. More likely, Grandma would shoo
us off the croft, fearful not of bee stings on our bare legs, but of the survival of her peonies. She’d stand on the tarmacked drive, hands on hips, and we’d gather ourselves,
tumble down the hill, and around to the walled garden at the back, where there was
less for us to destroy.
Once, Granddad took me with him while he tended to his bees. He suited up us
both in his workshop—me with an old bee veil over my head—and warned me to do exactly what he said. Though he beckoned me to follow him to the hives, I stood a careful
few yards away, near the laburnum tree, just close enough to see. I watched him pull
the frames from the hives and inspect the dripping honeycombs, all the while whispering to the fussing insects. I didn’t know what he was doing. He was magical.
When, one May, my grandmother died suddenly, the bees weren’t told. Granddad left his veil in his workshop, left the honeycombs to spoil and grow fat. No children
played on the croft that summer. Grandma’s peonies swelled until the petals dropped,
mixed with the laburnum pods on the unkempt grass. The bees left, as superstition
warned they would; anger drove them away, or maybe they too grieved.
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SILVERINE, Marc Alexander Valle
“¡Ay dios mio!” grandmother Contessa said. “¿Quién eructó? ¡Huelo pernil!”
The smell had awoken Contessa from a 20-minute nap in the backseat of her
son-in-law’s traveling SUV. She’d been dreaming of riding a white bull named Silverine
through a blue desert. She carried a torch as she chased a dragonfly.
She caught the dragonfly, then opened her hand to find a plastic saint, spinning
inside her of palm. The smell of burped up roast pork shoulder overcame her.
“¿Quien fue?” she said.
There were four possible suspects in the SUV. There was Justin, her teenage
grandson, in the front passenger seat, her son-in-law, Edwin, in the driver’s seat, her
daughter, Anna, sitting to her left and her little granddaughter, Tanya, sitting to her
right.
From a previous year of high school Spanish, Justin was able to deduce that his
grandmother was asking for the culprit. He’d eaten a Cuban sandwich back in Jersey
City and had heard that Cuban sandwiches had roasted pork. He would confess to
nothing and continued to text a female classmate that he wanted to date.
“It was Justin,” Tanya said. “It stinks.” Tanya had been looking out the window for
forest goblins. Her friend, Quintin, had told her that if she was passing through New
Jersey on her way back to Ohio, she must look out for the Jersey Devil.
“That’s not a devil,” she said to him. “God and the devil don’t exist, my mother
says.”
Her grandmother’s smell bothered her more than the smell of burp. In fact, for the
last hour Tanya had been bearing the perfume smell of this old lady that she had just
met. She smelled liked her first grade teacher, Mrs. Card. Mrs. Card once humiliated
her in front of the class for coloring outside the lines. For this reason, she had said little
to nothing to her grandmother within the last twenty-four hours.
“Jesus, Justin,” Mother Anna said. “Cover your mouth.”
“What? It wasn’t me.”
“Bullshit.”
“I smell that shit,” Father Edwin said, laughing. “God damn.”
Edwin had been thinking about a skin flick that he saw on cable three nights ago.
He wondered if it would be repeated soon. He decided he would buy a digital recording
device when he got home.
Edwin loved grandmother Contessa. His own mother died when he was nine. With
an alcoholic father, he and his sister had to fend for themselves, eating hamburgers
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every day. Contessa would invite them over for dinner. A few years later, Edwin and
Anna would begin to date.
He looked forward to Contessa staying with them, but feared that he might not
get to watch as many skin flicks as he’d like.
“Me despertanron,” Grandmother said.
“Duermete,” Anna said.
“Did you tell grandma to go back to sleep?” Tanya said.
Anna peered over to Tanya. “Play with your phone.”
“I don’t like phones.”
“Because she’s a weird girl,” Justin said.
“I’m not weird!”
“You kiss your dolls on the lips.”
“No, I don’t!”
Grandmother Contessa only understood the word ‘phone’ and ‘weird’. She
learned the word ‘weird’ as a child in Puerto Rico after befriending the daughter of an
American industrialist. Her name was Rita.
Contessa’s father, Gabriel, served as driver to Rita’s father. Contessa was often at
their villa. Rita even attended Contessa’s school.
“Blah-blah-blah-weird-blah-blah,” Rita said to Contessa in English on the playground. She’d heard the word ‘weird’ before on television in a cowboy show.
“¿Que es ‘weird’?” she said in class to Ronya.
Ronya laughed, then said in Spanish, “That white girl thinks you’re crazy. I’ve been
telling you.”
“No, she doesn’t.”
“They say you told them that you’re married to The Lone Ranger.”
“No, I didn’t.”
But she did tell her that. And other things that were far from the truth.
“¡Dejala quieta!” she said to Justin as she reached forward to hit him.
Justin moved away, attempting to avoid her. Anna grabbed her mother and pulled
her back.
“¡Sientate!”
“Nadie me quiere,” Grandmother said.
Grandmother was correct. Anna didn’t want her mother to live with her in Ohio.
She would be taking a lower position and earning less money. Then there were the
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health issues. There was no telling if a change in environment would worsen Contessa’s
mental condition.
Anna swore ten years prior, before she moved Edwin and Justin out west, that
she would no longer associate with her family. “I’m tired of taking care of all of you,” she
said to her brother and sisters and father as her mother lie tied to a hospital bed. But
her brother had passed and her sisters had problems of their own. Anna took mother in.
They stopped driving and had lunch at Griggin’s Burger.
“Are we still in New Jersey?” Tanya said.
“Not when we cross the bridge,” Edwin said, chewing his burger. “Then we’re in
Pennsylvania.”
“They got goblins there?”
“No. Amish people though.”
Contessa knew what ‘goblins’ meant. Her cousin, Louis, in Puerto Rico used to
scare her with stories of goblins in the woods. Her grandmother, Valentina, gave her a
rosary to feel safe.
“Toma esto,” Contessa said, giving Tanya a saint bracelet. “Mi abuela me lo dio.”
Tanya took it.
“You didn’t get that from grandma,” Anna said. “I gave that to you. Yo te di eso.”
Tanya studied the bracelet. Each saint had light emanating from their head. She
thought each one to be a superhero with their own special power.
“Esto te protegerá,” grandmother said. She took Tanya’s right hand, put it against
her face and began to pray out loud for patrons to hear. Tanya liked the rough touch of
grandmother’s hand. She turned to mother. “Can I have it? I’ll keep it in my drawer.”
Anna reached over and took the bracelet from Tanya. She took Tanya’s left hand
and put the bracelet around her wrist. “Just take care of it,” Anna said. “It’s old.”
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I WAS A GOD, Basorun-Yunusa Muhamma-Habeebullahi
i was a god / of wits wa* words
i’d mould memories / in mesmerising metaphors
i’d swallow sorrows / in smiling similes
till i lost my troop | troupe | trope
i was a unique-horn — (a unicorn?)
but, i’ve forgotten
		
how to write
			
breathe
			
live
a powerless god (?)
— a phoenix on a pyre
— that wrought wordless wonders
have
i
become
*and
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GUILELESS SALARYMAN, Mike Wilson
I’m throwing a retirement party
for my mind!
Congrats on years of loyal service
sending me on fool’s errands
with a cookie in my lunchbox
and sorting lies with earnest eyes.
Here’s your gold watch its pinwheel hands
marshal the aircraft of time
to the right runway.
Now you can lean back in your chair
on a porch somewhere
and let sunset and dawn
be one in your rheumy eyes.
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FISHTRAP DAM, George R. Justice
I knew the long drive to Sissy’s house would be my last before the road was
closed for good, before the water rose to cover it altogether. I went despite Sissy’s
admonitions, a white-knuckles grip on the steering wheel and the bitter dissolve of
Xanax under my tongue. It was six miles from the time I turned off the main highway
to her house, six miles up a knurled desolate strip – four miles of crumbling blacktop
and another two miles of what can only be described as a sled road – all the way to the
head of Upper Pompey. The blacktop was always good for a copperhead or two when
the sun was high, its warm asphalt, to hear Sissy tell it, the perfect antidote for the cold
blooded; builders of the dam included. The dam had taken nearly four years to complete; four years for Sissy and her neighbors – all six miles of them – to pack up and get
out, but then Sissy had her own ideas about leaving.
I’d spent thirty years going back and forth to Sissy’s and knew exactly where the
blacktop ended, before it just up and ran out, its impermanence giving way to a soft,
tire-worn dirt track – half of it washed out about half the time. It had little meaning
except to the few who lived beyond it, little renown barring its meander along the river
and what seemed set aside for lovers and those angling for catfish.
Most days, crows and hawks circled overhead, gliding on warm updrafts, currents
so familiar with Upper Pompey’s long verdant valley, and on the lookout for flesh, dead
or alive. They were like wisps, shadowed silhouettes and silent as dreams – part of
mother nature’s finely scripted balance.
She lived there alone, Sissy did, in a white frame house too big for one; what
she’d bought for next to nothing on account of the narratives that had grown up around
it; mostly the ghosts that stalked it at night. Restless souls according to locals – those
crossed-over but who remained detached and unforgiven – looking for a place to rest.
According to Sissy, it couldn’t have been more ideal: those lost souls providing her
company year round and the good fortune of being watched over while she slept.
Sissy never bothered to marry or entertain those so inclined. Other than a longtailed Tom that never seemed to get much further than the deep rounded cushions on
the porch swing (even when there was a mouse for the taking), Sissy chose what she
liked to call the untarnished state of privacy, separateness holding her to a greater concord, out and away from the stock and natter of life. But then, too, there were the few
chickens she kept: Road Island Reds, mostly, that clucked and scratched about and
warned of snakes, and who faithfully came whenever she called, pecking in agitated
motions at the corn middling she scattered like someone throwing rice at a wedding.
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From the corner of my eye a leghorn rooster, a likely runaway in a still-life pose
by the side of the road, (barely visible in the cover of weeds and with a June bug in
its beak) brought me back to the truth and tremor of the day: my goodbye as honesty would have it. I thought more than once to turn around, to let Sissy’s memory alone
sustain me, but then there was something (as always) that held me to a more solemn
course, to a deeper resolve, though I could never be sure what it might be, only that it
kept me windward for the most part and clinging to good intention. And though I tried
to focus only on the road ahead, scattered pieces of life so expressive of Sissy’s infernal solace came full view: mud yards and their borders of weeds, a forgotten washtub
on a smokehouse wall, dilapidated porch steps, and endless want-me-nots in-between the scandal of crocks chipped and cracked and holding on for the sake of holding on. And those endless fencerows that no longer served a purpose, busted and rusted and tangled, and helping to blight the near-perfect splendor of Kentucky’s Eastern
Appalachia.
From one patch of ground to the next, barns and houses, faded and brittle and
given to last gasps; hollow-eyed and yawning, bearing only the chink and tide of remembering; blanched of the last vestiges of color and left only to the joining of grays
and browns and rot.
And the mailboxes (Lord, let’s not forget the mailboxes): splintered and aging
sentinels, eaten up in cattails and briars and climbers lost to any name but hell
vine; empty and silent, listening and waiting to bear the freshness of news, but ultimately settling like good servants for the web of spiders, rust and rain.
I slipped the Jeep into low gear when the blacktop ran out, then stopped by the
river’s shallows (anything to delay my coming), the static rush of its waters adding its
own hint of melancholy, a temper not altogether unfamiliar given Sissy’s detraction,
what she now aspired to disavow.
Magpies squawked at me from nearby willows, their heads careening this way
and that, on the lookout for morsels slow and unsuspecting, unmatched for the stealth
of avengers yet indignant of being brought to an end. I imagined Sissy being the same:
indignant to those who would bring her to an end, her footing more and more like softening firmament, much like the silt beneath the rocks in the river. There was discursiveness to fast running water, its dash between the rocks and the froth it stirred;
a fleetingness to its cascade, hurrying like the rattle of wind through cottonwoods. It
held me captive, weighed me with its spell, somehow reminding me why I’d come, and
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why I needed to defer to Sissy’s decision, her resolution.
I stayed by the river until courage returned, the way I did when uncertainty had
the upper hand. Except for the jostling of the Jeep and the hum of its engine, I’d
never felt so alone. The thoughts of Sissy and our times together – the short span we
were allotted to this physical realm – were stark reminders of how fleeting our paths
had been. It was times like these that I couldn’t help but think of my life as a yardstick,
and having only about three inches left.
For the next two miles, the richest and deepest evergreens darkened the forest
floor and dampened the scurrying of ground squirrels, oblivious but to their own back
and forth. The last mile – the steepest – gave way to treeless meadows as barren as
burlap, and a long stretch of gravel reaching right up to Sissy’s front porch where she
sat rocking and watching the trail of dust rolling up behind my Jeep.
Sissy was the last of the holdouts. She’d stood her ground, right out there in the middle
of her yard, right there next to her snowball bush and the half cord of hardwood she’d
split – right there in the face of lawyers and them with hard hats, and her still with an
axe in her hand.
I was there the day they came, mid-afternoon and just as I was taking a pone of
bread off the stove. I’d seen them all before, faces puffed with spite and spit and grainy
as a cellar door. Only this time dragging poor ol’ Sheriff Vaught Breathit along to serve
the notice to quit, his face as long and sorrowful as the redbone hound he kept as a
constant companion in the back of his pickup.
The dam was a foregone conclusion, passed and litigated by those who would
never have to know its effects first hand. Nothing left now but to clear out, evict and remove what remained of life, love, and memories – those who once worked and played,
fought and prayed side by side; all that went into searing the valley’s grassy slopes into
an amalgamation of families and friends – even foes – and moldering against what
once was.
“One week!” they said to Sissy. “One week ’fore the ’lectric’s cut.” There was little
she could expect after that, they told her, except the inescapable onslaught of rising
water and darkness.
They left immediately afterwards … all except for Sheriff Breathit. He didn’t stay
long or say much, just that he was sorry … about a lot of things … particularly about
what had passed between him and Sissy over the years … about how he was never
quite able to find the right key (though he tried for the better part of twenty years) to
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unlock that invisible door that separated them ... about wishing he could have been
more … the one she pined for. And how he knew about her ongoing ‘botherments’ as he
called them---botherments for which she steadfastly refused treatment. I turned to
walk away, but he caught me by the arm and said I should stay; that maybe it was good
that I heard what he had to say; what he’d carried inside him for so long.
I stood there waiting, but it was like a valve had suddenly been shut off, like there
was too much to say and the time long passed for it to do any good. Still we stood there
in the light of awkwardness, his considerable deep breaths and the over-and-again
pawing at the back of his neck; with his helping himself to the sadness on Sissy’s face
and moving gravel about with the toe of his boot. Finally, he pinched the bridge of his
nose and said how deeply grieved he was that it had come to this, and if it was left up to
him, nobody would ever be forced off their land, that every one of God’s children would
have the right to choose where they’d spend the last of their days. We thanked him
without saying, our language silent but far-reaching.
“I won’t be back,” he told Sissy. “Our time – you and me – has come and gone,
best I can tell.” He gave her a long look and a tight-lip, something akin to a smile, before turning to leave. He made it all the way to his truck before turning around. He took
several deep breaths then raised his hand in a simple goodbye. He rolled away – slow
and not enough to raise even the slightest dust. We watched after him till he disappeared down the hill, then went to sit on the porch; iced tea, cornbread and butter
were the only things that seemed worth our efforts. Even then heavy, and without the
slightest savor.
The rest of the day was much like I expected it to be, no talk of any substance.
We were long past the point of talking. I already knew what she planned to do. She’d
told me often enough. I had no reason to doubt her, and I sure as hell had enough
sense not to try and talk her out of it.
“Take what you want,” she said, but I took nothing, not even the family album. I
had no one to leave it to, and other than me, neither did she. Who would have cared
one way or the other? She did, however, convince me to take the cat.
I wasn’t there when she did it: when she and her silver-plated derringer said No to
the tumor metastasizing next to her temporal lobe … right about the time her house became her pyre. To this day, I choose to believe it was glorious: she and her house giving
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way to a new day; a goodbye as earnest as it was peace giving, as loving to herself as it
was to anyone who knew her. Private and sacred. As gossamer as angel wings and as
blighted as her valley – quiet and still under an inland sea.

~~~
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A DREAM IN PARTS, Mona Dash
And I dream trees
The kind you rest on
green soothing peace
The kind you climb on
sun and shade, shadows born
like the words of your song
I dream flowers
of the tropics
busy petal clusters fragrancing
the body, a bracelet of jasmine
a necklace of frangipani
my very heart and ribs
as if frangipani, as if you
I dream skin
soft golden, you saying
I want to know
your skin, all of you within
My fingers feeling
the hollow at the base of your throat
and calling it home
I dream duvets
Bedside windows looking onto city streets
shapes curled in past sunrise post sunset
imprints in the down
our bodies our selves
wrapped in growing memories
as if fields of bluebells
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and then I dream lights
the ones soft molten
clothing skin golden
The ones shining bright
covered eyes, bared souls
the ones winking in your eyes
glowing warm bed-laden sighs
while outside a city shimmers
kisses on the waters.
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TURTLES, Olivia Cyr
Jane, my college best friend, licks the back of her hand, and closes her eyes. It’s the
salt, she says. It tastes so earthy. I say, it tastes like the saltwater, you mean. No. She
turns my palm over and licks it from the heel to where my pinky finger begins. Like salt.
It takes me a minute to taste brininess the way that she does, when I open my mouth
and try a handful of salt water, lapping it gently. Jane laughs, pulls me gently along.
We walk along the small, tucked cliffs above the shore, looking out onto the Naples
water. My sandals work the backs of my ankles like sandpaper. I stop, take them off,
toss them in my drawstring bag and step through the billions of pearls of sand and salt.
A bicycle whizzes past us, and Jane giggles. For a moment, I think she is flirting with
another pizza boy, riding through the cobblestone valley in half-moonlight on his way
to the pizza parlor, al chiaro di luna. But Jane grabs my elbow and squeaks. When I look
where she’s pointing, my cheeks go fat with a smile. And suddenly we’re girls again,
long before the throes of college and career life, plucking ladybugs from each other’s
hair after swimming in the lake at camp; tanned, smooth legs akimbo on the grass while
we talked about dreading that first day of high school, how we thought we’d much rather be squeezing lady bugs until their plump, pearly bodies engorged, popped like little
fireworks.
On the cliff, Jane pulls me, and we skid recklessly down a sandy path that slopes between jagged rocks, our bare feet sprinkled with bubblegum nail polish. I land at her
side, and as we come to a stop by the frothy water, I put a hand over my sunned chest.
I suddenly feel exposed and want to run forward and scoop them up. Baby turtles have
hatched somewhere along the tiny, bubbly waves of high tide. Five of them. Barely
minutes old, they sleepwalk, like blind little starfish, their legs and arms tender flippers. They slog through the sand, exhausted and oily, as it sticks to them like granules of sugar on my grandmother’s whiskey cookies. I pull my hand back to my mouth,
lick the inside of my wrist to taste the earth. We stand, perfectly paced monuments
on the beach, watching the turtles sluicing themselves with water and coiling, clumsy.
Beached, quintuplet sacks of flesh.
Jane is so careful to step around them, and studies their patterned trails, divots in the
sand from their pointed flippers. The carapace of each turtle is a slick skin sectioned
out into squares. These are leatherbacks, I tell Jane from across the way. We watch
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them, crouched over their trails, as they race to the ocean, wiggling rhythmically, resting every few paces. I imagine them dehydrated, desperate to reach the water, breathing heavily with newborn aches all through the tender curves of their limbs and I’m
frightened for them. I could pluck them from the race and carry them to the water, past
the hermit crabs and sand spiders. I want to mother them, careful and reasonable.
Now, my niece is almost five but I think about my sister nursing her all those times when
she was a baby, when my sister was just twenty-two and I was writing for newspapers. I
worry about when she will curl up beside her mother like that again, and know it will be
because someone broke her heart, and not out of instinctual hunger. She will be desert
rocky and mica strong, and glistening all at once. She will be seventeen squishing ladybugs on picnic blankets while I write in Colmar with capfuls of Veuve Clicquot at my little
kitchen table. When she was just weeks old, I cradled her at my own chest while she
gazed up through pink eyelids, both of us full of wonder. Nursing became fluid, it became competitive for her—her little mouth grazing over her mother’s skin, my sister just
running her hands over her face so she could look at her, not wanting to let her eat even
when she fussed. That hard, rudimentary pit in her body of motherhood would make her
too eager for her baby to stay that small. I often thought about how she would grow up,
how she would have to move and shift and be, without leaning on us, and it choked me,
that thought of growing— of them each learning the push and pull of the other. How will
my sister do it?
Jane and I have been in Naples for two weeks, and Jane has finished her book review,
while I have buoyed myself on the beach in the evenings and written in broken Italian
on paper napkins. It is our last night here; I dig my hands hard into the beach sand, encouraging the nest of turtles to go, go, go. And they move without assistance. Where’s
their mother? Won’t they drown, you think? Jane shimmies her bottom into the sand
next to me, but the babies have dipped into the tide.
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WE FOUND A CAT, Eoin O’Donnell
Sam was a loyal employee. She was a senior manager in KPMG and loved it.
When she was twenty-four she joined the firm as a college graduate from Trinity College Dublin. That was nineteen years ago. From the start she knew she was in the right
place. Whether identifying new clients, drawing up contracts or signing statements of
work, she loved providing a top tiered service. With her pencil skirt, Jimmy Choos and
Gucci purse, Sam loved the icy steel world of corporate professionals. People respected her knowledge and worked hard for her. Her superiors were always very satisfied
because she came in under budget and on time on her projects. But she wasn’t known
for her lovability. She was formidable. Her demeanour was a bit stiff and a bit sour. But
she didn’t notice. Doesn’t everyone think they have a sense of humour? Any fun side
she possessed had been eroded away ever so gently over the years. She was a serious
person now.
When she was thirty four she gave birth to her daughter, Shelly. The girl brought
immeasurable joy. But a couple of years later there was a one-two sucker punch. Her
younger brother, Robert, suffered a nervous breakdown and needed to be cared for. A
year after that there was a bad divorce from her husband. Everything was complicated. She juggled her life and some plates fell. The pressures of professional pursuits
meant she didn’t give her full attention to Shelly or Robert. Soon, they accepted that
she wasn’t always there. Robert took on the role of cooking and cleaning and collecting
Shelly from school. The little girl was diligent. She did her homework, had her pastimes,
helped Robert, and tried not to get in her mother’s way.
Despite Sam’s efforts, work suffered. She thought she should have been Director
or Associate Partner by now and was sure that the few years of professional slow down
had affected it. She didn’t want sympathy, she just wanted to be treated fairly. She was
dying to make up ground and often worked twelve or fourteen hour days.
However, like the actor who forgets to remove the make up after the show, Sam
tended to stay in character when she returned home. She spoke to Shelly and Robert
like they were project managers assigned to assist her on some client site.
“We need to take out the bins,” she would say.
Directed at neither of them but both of them at the same time. The one person
who wouldn’t be taking out the bins was Sam. Robert usually took care of it.
“We need to go to bed.”
She muted the volume on the telly and looking at Shelly. The little girl would dutifully oblige.
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No doubt it would be heard at some stage throughout the day.
“We’re going to be late,” as she rushed Shelly out the door to school even though
they weren’t late at all.
“We need to pick something up for dinner,” she told Robert over the phone as she
left the office.
“We have to collect Shelly.”
“We can’t forget to call Robert.”
Shelly and Robert shared a joke from time to time.
“We need a new mammy,” she would say.
“We need a new sister,” he would reply.
Another oft-repeated item was Shelly requests for a dog.
“We don’t need a dog,” was Sam’s response.
“We do, we do,” Shelly pleaded.
Sam would go quiet and then say: “We’ll see.”
But everyone over the age of twelve (and maybe some astute younger ones) will
know “we’ll see” means “no.”
She had been expecting a discussion with the partners in KPMG. She wanted
to take her first steps towards promotion and becoming a director. The meeting was
today. She felt calm as she drove in. After all, it wasn’t like she was going to be let go.
Only last week some of her peers had been told they were no longer needed. But they
were relatively new and she didn’t think they had been pulling their weight.
She stepped onto the lift and hit the 7th floor button. Nineteen years she had
toiled. Nineteen years of late nights and early mornings, missed birthdays and family
occasions, skipping friends’ parties and taking long haul flights. Even when she was
pregnant or looking after a sick sibling she didn’t take her foot off the pedal. All that
time, all that worry, all that hard work. And now as she walked out of the KPMG HQ it
dawned on her that nobody had noticed nor cared. It had been for nothing. She was
gone. The CEO and Lead Partner gave her the news like they were ordering off a menu.
The reasons were massive overspending and mismanagement of budgets in her service
lines. She argued her case. She hadn’t overspent or mismanaged. She put the company above everything else in her life. But the partners said they simply couldn’t afford
her anymore. A nice way of saying “you’re fired”. Later, she heard that several high level
executives had been laid off too. That didn’t soften the blow.
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“We’ll find something,” she said to Shelly and Robert that night.
Robert placed a bowl of spaghetti bolognaise before her.
“We’ll like this,” he said.
Sam was miles away.
“It looks lovely,” Shelly said after noticing that her mum said nothing. She then
poured each of them a glass of milk.
“Any interviews coming up?” Robert said to her.
“We’ve got one tomorrow morning, first thing,” Sam said.
She said she would be taking a pay cut but that the role was interesting.
“Do you earn anything right now?” Shelly innocently asked.
Sam stopped mid chew.
“No,” she answered.
“Then wouldn’t it be a pay rise?”
Robert tried and failed to hide a smile. Sam paused, then resumed chewing, deep
in thought.
“Don’t worry, Mum,” Shelly said. “You’ll find something.”
“I know we will,” she replied, quietly.
There was a clang. Sam thought somebody dropped something. Like a very
heavy dessert spoon bouncing off a stone floor. She looked from Shelly to Robert who
looked from each other to her. There was a crack. Sam stood up. Pipes groaned. She
moved closer to the sink. Suddenly, the tap exploded, water everywhere. It was wild.
Like a water fountain had lost its mind. Then - bang! Sam shrieked as water spewed
into the air, covering her. It sprayed all over the kitchen. They scrambled out. But Robert stopped and decided to go back for some unknown heroic reason. He reappeared a
moment later, soaking.
“We’re in trouble!” he yelled.
The fire brigade came. Eight of them stood there examining the scene like it was
some murder mystery. Not a good use of resources, Sam thought. One of them would
do. The water had drenched the kitchen and seeped through into the living room leaving potentially serious damage. Sam felt like crying. She sat on the sofa, her feet in
puddles of water and looked so sad that Shelly and Robert came to her aid. They all
huddled together.
“We can’t stay here,” Sam said
They moved from her much loved four bed semi-detached with three bathrooms
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and room for her Audi into a two bedroom terraced house with a tiny garden, street
parking and a noisy boiler. Shelly and Robert didn’t mind the new surroundings. It was
smaller and cuter and definitely cheaper. More suited to their lives but Sam felt embarrassed, like she had failed. She just wished she had saved more and bought instead of
rented. No income meant not returning to the four bed semi-detached. The two-bed
would have to do.
She tried to help around the house but Robert had it all taken care of. He
hoovered and dusted, did the dishes and the washing. He always had Shelly’s lunch
made and made sure to have dinner ready for six o’clock each evening. She also saw
how he was still suffering. He got frustrated a lot and slept for a few hours every day.
She made sure to tell him thanks.
“We all need a routine,” he said with a smile.
She also got to spend more time with Shelly and didn’t just get home in time to
tuck her in. Now, she got to help her with her homework. She collected her from school
and brought her to gymnastics. She never knew what a voracious reader Shelly was,
currently consuming the Artemis Fowl series. One night as she switched off the bedroom light after saying goodnight, Shelly said quietly, “We missed you, Mum.”
Sam felt her eyes get wet.
She had worked in the city for nearly twenty years and knew it only what it looked
like from a taxi window. Now, when she had nothing to do, she liked to go walking
in the area down by the canal. It was a beautiful day. There were eight or nine swans
hanging around upstream and the traffic was coming and going but it didn’t upset the
peacefulness on the bank. She saw a plaque on the side of the bridge that said its
name was La Touche Bridge. She never knew the name it. She moved closer to the sign
- the year was 1791. She wondered who La Touche was.
She heard rustling. It came from closer to the water near the reeds. She looked at
where it came from, expecting a duck or a swan to appear. She went closer to the edge
and she kneeled down. Not wanting to ruin her nails she gently parted the grass and
reeds. And there it was. A cat, or, more accurately, a kitten.
He had an orange coat with a splash of white on his chest. He was no bigger than
her clenched fist and his eyes were barely open. He meowed a gummy meow. Sam
stood up, looking around as if to search for his owner. But he didn’t look like he had an
owner. He had no collar and, at a guess, was only a few days old. But she didn’t know
anything about animals. She kneeled down again, getting closer. She stroked the back
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of his head and asked if he was okay. Then she grabbed her handbag, turned it upside down and let the contents pour out, took her bottle of water and using the cap
as a makeshift dish tried to get him to drink. She took out her silk scarf and wrapped it
around the little lad and she placed him in her bag. She packed some items around him.
Her gloves, her hat, her purse. All an attempt to make him comfortable. She zipped the
bag half way over to keep him warm and stood up and stepped away. She felt like she
had done something wrong but knew she had done something right.
She took the tram, checking on him every two minutes. She was terrified that she
might find a dead kitten in there when she got home. She hurried as fast as she could.
It was after 3pm so Shelly would be back from school. Robert usually collected her. As
she approached she saw the light on in the front room. She couldn’t find her keys and
she didn’t want to disturb her passenger so she banged on the door. Robert and Shelly
appeared, surprised and worried at all the noise.
Sam stepped inside, out of breath and gently placed her bag down on the floor.
“Are you okay, Mum?” Shelly asked.
Sam nodded and then found herself smiling. Ear to ear. Happier than she’d been
in a long time.
“Yes, Shelly, I think so...Look?”
They all stared at the bag as she unzipped it. Quietly, slowly, a little face poked
his head out, blinking, bleary eyed.
Shelly and Robert gasped.
Sam looked at the two of them and back to their new little friend.
”We found a cat,” she said.
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LITTLE THINGS, Kristiana Reed
I heard the church bells this evening,
the ones you told me about weeks ago,
the ones you heard beneath a sky
teeming with stars.
I saw those stars tonight,
and watched miscellaneous aircraft
weave their way in and out
of the dying light.
The stars and bells are little things
which grow, in stature, in volume –
pinpricks of hope, of life, of love,
of things to come and things which have been,
all-encompassing things,
ever present in our lives
but only if you take the time
to listen and see
above the daytime tumult
and focus on your heartbeat,
your breathing; then the bells
and twinkle of the stars will follow.
I know this now
because tonight I heard
the bells, and saw the stars
you told me about, weeks ago.
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THE BEDS WE’VE SLEPT IN, Lauren Harkawik
1.
There’s a twin bed shoved in the corner of his dorm room, which is so small that
I’d believe it used to be a closet. We lay there most nights. It starts as kissing, but it
escalates with the eventuality of young love. Most nights, we lay with our faces close
together, learning each other and unable to pull ourselves away. On weekends, we stay
in bed late into the morning, ‘til the sun is warm and my headache begs for coffee.
2.
Between two years of college, we move across the country to try adulthood on for
size, interning at Big Important Places in Hollywood. In our little sublet in Koreatown,
we sleep in a queen-sized bed together for the first time. It’s too early in history for iPhones and we don’t have cable or computers, so at night, we just lay in the dark. Sometimes I wake up jittering from bad dreams and he holds me tight until I stop shaking.
One morning, the fire alarm above the bed starts beeping. There’s no smoke, so I lay
there under cool sheets while he, thin and boyish and wearing only boxers, teeters as
he tries to get it to stop beeping. It’s the first time I see him fiddle with something he’s
unsure of how to fix.
3.
My final dorm room is a nice single bedroom in an on-campus apartment that I
share with our mutual friends. When we’re in the common area, we’re equal members
of a five-part group. At bedtime, we close my door behind us and it’s just the two of us
in our own world. Some nights, we have quiet sex on the carpeted floor so our friends
don’t hear us. Other nights, we sit on the bed and fight in stage whispers so our friends
don’t hear us. Both of these things happen a lot. Some day, it’ll all feel like it was our
souls trying to work out wrinkles created during their fusion. At the time, the sex feels
electrifying and the fights echo like dripping water on the walls of a cave, their sound
bigger than reality and bigger than us.
4.
When we move to Brooklyn, I insist on a mattress on the floor, because I think
it’s cooler and more bohemian than a real bed. He obliges. On the weekends, we sleep
late, and then we lay around until we go out to soak in the energy and life of the city.
We’re experimenting with our post-school selves — working, exploring, cooking,
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drinking. On Valentine’s Day, we make brunch and a pitcher of mimosas, and we get
sleepy drunk in the middle of the day. We have sex with the overhead lights on, and we
fall asleep on the bed before it’s even over. At some point I open my eyes to find that
I’m naked, thirsty, and deliciously tired. I’ve never been comfortable naked outside of
showers or sex, except for that day, when as my fingers coast across my torso and onto
his, I feel so bottomlessly safe that my eyelids droop and I dip back into a sleep that’s
as rich as a dense chocolate cake. We sleep there forever.
5.
Our bed from Brooklyn doesn’t make it to Vermont, where we’ve rented a house in
pursuit of fresher air and more creative freedom. Our wild abandon of the city is invigorating and we’re both blossoming as people and creatives. We sleep in a queen bed
that came with the house and we happily fall into patterns — of sleep, of sex, of waking.
At some point my oldest friend gets engaged, and I start to cry quietly at night, envying
what she has and worrying he’ll never want to marry me despite our now very settled
cohabitation. What time will see as a blink later, we’re engaged. The same pillow that
caught my tears holds my dreams right before our wedding and right after.
6.
In the house we buy, two old double beds are delivered from my mom’s house.
We pick the soft memory foam one for ourselves and shrug at the springy one. It gets
set up in our guest room.
We’re in the house six months when, one morning, we decide it’s time to start
trying for a baby. Ten years in, we have truly unprotected sex for the first time, without
birth control pills, or condoms, or worry.
Our bed becomes full, first with possibility, then with the dull silence of what isn’t
happening. Sex for conception bobs between a passionate, incredible connection to
a shared future and a frustrated desperation that it isn’t working. I’m no good with discouragement and I’m even worse with being told what to do and when. As a year passes, I roll my eyes at the app on my phone that tells me when I’m ovulating, and I resent
myself as I inch toward him on what I’ve decided is too prescribed a schedule.
7.
Eventually, it happens.
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8.
Late in my pregnancy, my body is too heavy for the memory foam. He moves it
downstairs and then struggles back up the stairs with the spring mattress. It holds me
better enough that I forget about my sciatica while I’m laying awake from dry skin, a full
bladder, and a human doing somersaults inside of me.
One night I doze off while we’re watching Law and Order SVU. His turning it off
wakes me up. I lay in the dark until, right after I hear his breathing change from awake
to asleep, I feel a gush of liquid between my legs. It’s warm and syrupy and shocking.
Our room transforms; I’ve never been in such a dark or quiet space before. For two or
three long seconds, everything freezes and I’m the only one that knows the world is
about to change. Then my voice cracks the air, and the stars are set into motion.
9.
In the hospital, they push two beds together so he can sleep by my side, our baby
in a tiny plastic bassinet a couple of feet away. On the second night, the nurses take her
to the nursery so we can rest. Tides of postpartum hormones crash and churn inside of
me, and I start to feel guilty and upset that she’s not with us. I try to shake him awake
to tell him I need him, but he’s so tired he won’t rouse. Finally, they bring her back. She
can’t nurse and won’t rest. She cries and cries until finally, I take her tiny body and put
inside my wide-necked sweatshirt with me, her little head peeking out of the neck
hole below my chin. Her skin settles on mine and she quiets. Nearby, his steady, deep
breaths are unaware. I want to shake him awake and draw him into this earth shattering
moment in my life as our daughter’s mother, but I don’t.
10.
We sleep with a nightlight on for the six months that our room has three occupants. The baby sleeps in long spurts. I can’t breastfeed naturally, so I pump milk
throughout the night. He wakes to feed the baby, because my milk schedule and the
baby’s feeding schedule are not in sync. Night becomes a time when I wake frequently,
trying to keep quiet enough that they can sleep. When he rouses with her, I keep my
eyes closed, hoping to rest before my next scheduled pump. I’m on an island, but I’m
never alone.
11.
When we move her into her own room, our baby goes through a regression. When
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through a monitor her cries break through the dark air of our room, I crawl out of our
bed and into her room, where in the warm glow of a nightlight, I try to get her back to
sleep. More than once, he comes in to sit with her instead, relieving me of the feeling of
failure her cries inspire, but breeding new ones as I lay in our bed alone, listening to the
quiet he’s able to orchestrate. For what feels like months but may have just been days,
we go on like this. Sleeping together, then in shifts.
12.
Things settle down. Our bed is now the memory foam one that couldn’t hold my
pregnant body, and our room the one we used to call the guest room, because it’s closest to our daughter’s room. We lay in it, most nights, tired and waiting for early mornings. We make a deal. We each get up with our daughter every other day. On our off
days, we sleep. Alone, but it’s restorative. Some nights, we still find each other. When
I hear another mom say she and her husband have not had sex since the birth of their
child over a year ago, I’m grateful to find myself surprised.
13.
He’s away on the night that my oldest friend gives birth to her daughter. I lay
awake for most of the night clutching my phone, waiting to hear news of a happy birth.
Around 3 am, a picture comes. It’s her and her brand new girl, together for the first time.
My eyes brim with tears and I hug the darkness around me, and then I rest my phone
down, thinking that now that the world is right, I can get some rest. But I stare at the
dark and I can’t get warm, or comfortable, or tired. I try to focus on the sound of our
daughter’s white noise machine streaming through the baby monitor that sits next to my
bed, or on the warmth of the dog laying at my feet. But it’s been a long time since I’ve
slept in our room alone, and the empty has me flustered. The next night, as I shove him
to discourage snoring, I remind myself to be be grateful to be in the warm womb of our
bed, where the white noise is heartbeats and warmth is the sound of his breath when
he’s just gone from sleep to awake.
14.
Sometimes at the farmers market, I see older women with long gray hair who
wear earthy stones for jewelry and have the natural blush of a happy life on their
cheeks. They’re sturdy and content, and I think, I hope I am you, someday.
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Sometimes next to them, I see men with gray hair and gray beards who look more
awake and more inspired and more alive than anyone decades their junior. I wonder
if they’ve just discovered something amazing. A scientific breakthrough, or a code
cracked. Or maybe they’ve just boiled some bit of sunshine down into one magical line
of poetry.
These people, I dream, spend hours cooking beautiful deep sauces and sharing
quiet by fireplaces that burn wood filled with decades of their secrets, warming them,
keeping them alive. At the end of long days, they crawl into their bed and let the sound
of each other’s breathing lull them out to sea, the bobbing tranquility of its beautiful
tide. Drawn in and out by the moon, sturdy, ever-present, and bright.
And I hope to be them, someday.
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THE FUNNEL OF LOVE, William A. Greenfield
I pointed a breakfast sausage at the other poet
on the other side of the table and told him
that my brother had invited me over to share
a bottle of Riesling and listen to 60’s jazz.
I didn’t go. I told the other poet that I
play the same songs from the 70’s over
and over. I watch the same movies over
and over. Staring into the stale black coffee,
I said “you were a drunk and a college drop out.
You left her to vanish in the rear view mirror.
So how can you say you loved her?”
He waved his breakfast burrito and said
“You talk about love like it’s a bottleneck
of New England Motor Freight on the
Long Island Expressway.” I said “All of
love’s ingredients can be narrowed down
to breakfast crumbs and Sunday puzzles
until they spill out of you and into some dark
and bottomless coffer where nothing of value
remains. If you don’t fear the inevitable loss
of these things, then something has gone awry.”
The loss of options terrifies me. If she ceased
to be, my life would curl into one endless
panic attack. I told him that, since he wasn’t
gripped by fear at her loss, he couldn’t have
loved her. With a sly grin, he barked “you
don’t know what love is.” Then he said
“Maybe the waitress will think we’re just
two old fools comparing scars left by those
lovers in the rear view mirror”.
It was my turn to pay the bill. He asked
if we should try someplace different next
week, maybe the Bethel Café. “No” I said.
“I love this place.”
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HOLES IN FENCES:
A CONFUCIUS LESSON, Sara Hailstone
The hammer fell marking an indent in the grass. Her back faced the East and the
sunlight filtered through her shirt warming her shoulders. She balled and opened her
fists along her sides and worked her eyes through the braid of her shadow in the old
wooden rails. The rusted can with nails sat propped against the post to her left, filled to
the brim with rainwater now. She could smell the iron of the rust and water, her nostrils
flared and she picked up the sweet notes of cow manure and rising summer grass.
He found her once with the axe delivering blows to the splintering bodies of the
flatbeds behind the barn and watched her for several moments as the axe was raised
and brought down into the beds in a rage that sent shivers down his limbs. Her spine
pressed against the dress, the once gracious and peaceful component of her figure,
she flexed and drew the axe again and again into the wood. She wept. Her sobs a
course harrowing melody above the axe blows and she paused often to wipe the snot
from her face. She grit her teeth in an angry snarl and bit into her lips with fangs that
glinted like polished ceremonial bone.
He bent his head to the right and folded his arms across his chest, spitting once
and eyeing her with a deep-set wrinkled gaze. He knew what pushed her over the
edge, and lately, there had been a lot of pushing. She’d gain her footing long enough to
step back from their cliffs. But, they were relentless, and they kept her at the edge with
a gun to her back. He waited until she tired and collapsed onto the ruined crate, her
hiccups chipping away at the calamity of the swelling evening and her sobs ebbing like
waves. He waited until she drifted.
She had not known he was watching her and when he approached she was hot
with embarrassment. It was the first time he had caught her so unravelled, her facade
and calculated poise lost to the flames of her anger. He wasn’t laughing at her or jeering and the seriousness in his eyes stilled her.
“I get it,” he said and the wind picked up lifting her hair from her shoulders. “I
know it’s hard. It’s unfair. They judge. I get it. Your violence is an unheard language” he
shifted his weight over his work boots and continued. “They’re ignoring you Girl, they
really don’t care about you. I get it.”
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She let the tears run from her eyes and she didn’t bother to wipe them away. Tilting her face up at him she could have smiled, but she shrugged her shoulders instead
and tried to hold back another sob. Her hands covered her face then and he saw the
blood on her knuckles the redness in her fingers and his heart ached. She pulled her
palms down her face and pressed them to the middle of her chest.
“Yeah but...I’m tired.” She sighed and let the moment be still. Again, “I’m tired.”
Pause. “I’ve got work to do Grandpa, I don’t have time for this.” She waved her hand
over the destruction.
He reached out his hand to her. She took it and he lifted her up from the broken
crate and the angry face of the axe. They walked together, the sun falling beneath the
purple line of trees and grass. They said nothing. She counted the breaths it took to
slow down and feel her chest smooth over like an undisturbed pond. Thirty breathes.
Frogs croaked from the swamp and resonated around their slowly moving forms. She
felt comfort and relished in the humid song of the frogs. It was easy to fall asleep to
their vibrations and that of the crickets at night. The world was alive and open around
her, she wanted to be there. The pale shaving of the moon hung above the treetops and
it would rise throughout the coming dark, brightening and swelling into a waxing crescent. She found comfort there too.
The fields were sectioned and lined with old rail tie fences that her ancestors had
erected during the Great Clearing. She ran along their edges and hung her legs over
their faces while devouring cucumber sandwiches her Nanny had made while they were
bringing in hay. He brought her to one now and she looked over at him wondering.
“Every time you feel that anger rising in you, grab the hammer. I’ll put a can here
of nails and leave it. You just grab the hammer and come here.” She looked confused
and smirked a little. “No, serious,” he responds. “Every time you’re about to lose it, come
here and pound a nail into the fence. You’ll see how many times you lose control in a
day. You’ll see the amount of energy it took for you to grab the hammer and walk here,
to pound in a nail and corrupt its use on something as undirected anger.”
She balled and opened her fists along her sides and worked her eyes through
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the braid of her shadow in the old wooden rails. The rusted can with nails sat propped
against the post to her left, filled to the brim with rainwater now.
A perfect line of nails was now hammered into the topmost rail. She ran her fingers along the convoy with a deft seriousness. The days had fallen away like fleeting
crab apple petals and within each steady rising and setting of the sun, she hammered.
She found him in the barn tinkering.
“I don’t really know why you’ve told me to hammer nails into the fence. I could
keep going you know; the entire farm would be nails. I need the wooden flatbeds but
you’ve hid the axe.” He turned to her smiling and put down his tools.
“I was waiting for you to get to this point.”
“So…?” She placed the hammer beside him on the work table and pushed her
braid to her back.
“You can see right, there’s nothing you can do to change the world around you in
order to stop getting angry. There are always going to be upsetting things, actions that
are unfair, people who are insensitive and unable to see how they hurt others. Peace
does not come from having perfect conditions around you, that is unnatural and imbalanced.”
“Where is Peace, then?” She started to feel the impatience building in her.
“Well,” he spat, “go a full day without getting angry. When you go a full day without losing your temper, you can then pull a nail out. You’ll be one moment away from
Peace.”
She saw it then, the hard work it would take, the amount of control she will need
to harbour. She grew up around people who never learned self-control, they were a fly
off the handle sort of group, impulsive, inconsistent, and it was destructive. He was the
first to seek this sense of order and calmness in her. Instead of feeling anger, she felt
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fear, fear of failure, but there was also something else there, a revolving and orbiting
urgency, a throbbing elixir of energy. She felt motivated to control the one burning trail
of momentum that she could, herself.
She ran to him several weeks later with a spongy exuberance in her flight. “I did
it!” she called. She tore the tools from his fingers and pulled him across fields to her rail
line fence. The nails were gone, the fence bare of metal, she stood before him beaming.
“I am very proud of you. That took a lot of work didn’t it?” He smiled, blinked in the
light and put his arm around her.
“Run you finger along that rail now. What do you feel Girl?” She leaned forward
frowning and ran her hand along the uneven face of the wood. She pushed her fingertip into each hole that trailed the wood like eyes.
“There’s holes. It’s all holes.” Her smile fell away like a shot barn bird. His heart
went out to her.
“It’ll never be the same fence again,” he ran his hand over the curve of his scalp.
“Flat beds and rail fences aren’t really all that important,” he paused. “But hearts are.”
She felt heavy and sank down to the ground, curled up like a child. She couldn’t
see from that low level that he privately cried with her, unyielding and open. A steady
wind rose from the East and shifted the grasses around them pulling at her braid. He
breathed in the air and exhaled slowly.
“It’s time.” He picked her up off the ground and playfully tugged on her braid. He
smiled down at her and she shrugged her shoulders roughly wiping her face.
“What do you do eh Grandpa?” she replied and followed his back along the fence
line. He stopped in the next field over and shuffled up to the wood. He breathed out
slowly and she noticed that it took strength for him to raise her own little hand and cup
it with his own. He held it gently and pulled it along the rail. She let out a shocked cry as
he pulled her fingers across a steady line of holes similar to the ones she had made in
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the other fence. He let her hand go and she explored the line with tears in her eyes. She
dipped her fingers into the holes and slowly counted. Her tears fell steadily as she realized that there were long lines of holes, rows, dips and hollows in the wood that transgressed the wooden ties. She stepped back and studied the fence. The entire length
of the fence from one post to another was riddled with holes. Someone else had struggled, far longer, fiercer, harder and they had covered the face of the fence in holes. She
turned to face him and he stood tall and steady.
“Who did this Grandpa? Whose holes are these?” Her eyes shone and took in his
spreading smile and sly twinkle in his eyes.
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THE WALL THAT CAME DOWN, Payal Dhar
June 3, 1947. The British colonial government of India announces the partition of
the country into two separate states. With the forthcoming independence in August, the
state of Pakistan is to be carved out of India—from Punjab in the west and from Bengal
in the east. A boundary commission is to be set up to demarcate the new border.
This is also the day—according to my late grandmother—that my father is born, in
a town that will go on to fall on the “other” side of the border.
Jumping forward a month and a half, on August 14, 1947, one day before India’s
independence from British rule, Pakistan comes into being. (Later, in 1971, after two
bloody wars, West Pakistan will secede from the East and rename itself Bangladesh.)
The division is a result of the Two-Nation Theory, that has pitted Hindus and Muslims
against each other. Partition results in the exodus of millions across the two sides. Muslims flocking to Pakistan, while Hindus and Sikhs make for India. The boundary separating the two nations cleaves families in two, rips friends apart, and leaves thousands
bereft of homes and loved ones. Long story short: it is acrimonious, bloody, and bitter.
I wish now that I had paid more attention to my grandmother’s stories of her “escape” from Kohat, now in Pakistan, where my grandfather, an officer in the army, had
been posted. All I have are vague recollections of her talking of a dark, cold night, being disguised as a Muslim woman in a burqa (the family were Hindu), hidden in what
might have been a vegetable cart full of sacks of potatoes, two terrified little girls and
an infant in tow. And of a Muslim family without whose help they might not have survived. Or is the truth blending with fantasies, my younger self replacing the details I did
not understand then with facts I came to know later? I will never know. It is also too late
to ask my partner’s grandparents for their Partition story—a people who lost their entire
homeland when the territory of Sindh fell on the Pakistani side.
More than 70 years have passed, but the ghosts of Partition continue to haunt us,
possibly on both sides of the border. A people with the same history, a shared culture
and language, yet kept apart by an ideological wall. A wound kept simmering by political machinations, used as a convenient excuse to detract and distract as required. Just
a barbed-wire fence, and not even that in places, the separation is as impenetrable as
they come. This wall, as metaphorical as it is physical, sliced the lives of 14 million people when it was set down, 2 million of those beyond the point of redemption.
*
A wall is never just a wall. It’s always more complicated; at best an illusion of
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safety, at worst an emblem of fear. Either way, it’s always about exclusion—either keeping out or keeping in. Because we’ve always been good at reducing the most complex
problems to a simple “us and them”. I have not expected to be confronted with this
almost halfway across the world, in Germany, and I certainly have not expected it to
trigger the baggage of a historical event that I haven’t even witnessed.
You cannot visit Berlin without thinking about walls, real or metaphorical. The city
wears its history uneasily, like it has taken on the entire burden of Germany’s unpleasant past on its own shoulders. You catch glimpses of its erstwhile beauty, but crumbing
edifices, overgrown grassy borders, and dusty lanes remind you that it’s tired.
As it happens, I am reading Sally Gardner’s young adult novel, Maggot Moon,
the first time I visit Germany. It isn’t by design; I have no idea what the book is about. A
brutal and beautiful story about a dyslexic boy in an alternate-history 1950’s England,
called the Motherland, unfolds. Propaganda, totalitarianism, surveillance, poverty, hunger, and despair rule. The “impure” are banished to ghettos, left to rot; those who dissent are quickly struck down or put away. Yes, the parallels to Nazi Germany are pretty
obvious. It’s uncharacteristically grim for a YA story. And one of those unexplainable
coincidences that life throws at you sometimes.
History has taken rude chunks out of Berlin—most of it was razed to the ground
in World War II. Since then there has been considerable repairing and rebuilding of
course, but there are places where the skyline is still ragged. The scaffolding-clad
half-made structures, no doubt aspiring to be modern office blocks, residences, and
malls, are ill at ease among the historic leftovers. Almost thirty years since the two Germanys decided to unite, Berlin still hasn’t decided what it wants to be. The city changes
from pretty to ugly and back in the blink of an eye.
There is one place, though, the two come together seamlessly—the Berlin Wall.
Unlike most others of its ilk, this is the wall that came down. This 1.3-kilometre
stretch that remains is the amber that captures a point in time when hate gave way to
trust.
Despite having read about the East Side Gallery, I am not prepared for what I
find. The wall itself, solid and unrelenting, a physical barrier that separated families
and friends overnight, is the part that makes sense, albeit uncomfortable. The curving,
colourful art gallery is harder to explain. This series of 105 commissioned murals painted on what remains of the Berlin Wall in 1990, now scratched, fading and graffitied in
parts, is believed to be the world’s longest-lasting open-air art gallery. But what does it
stand for—derision, rebellion, or reclamation?
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The Berlin Wall is said to have seen about 140 deaths. Unofficially, the figure is
believed to be much higher. Most of these were escape attempts, Germans from the
Eastern bloc giving it their all in the quest for a better life on the other side. That’s what
history tells us. But history is a notoriously unreliable narrator. Any story is when it’s told
from the point of view of the beholder, just like in India and Pakistan.
*
A week later, we are at the Zeitgeschichtliches Forum (Contemporary History
Forum) in Leipzig. It’s a fascinating collection of information, artefacts, and interactive
displays from Germany’s divided history, marred somewhat by the lack of English translations. But it’s easy enough to put the visual clues together. Here too, like in most parts
of the world, history is narrated from the point of view of the victor. “Propaganda” is the
word commonly used by the communist regime; its capitalist counterpart is “information”.
There are also two sides of the story of Partition, though I’ve only grown up with
one. I have no doubt it’s the same across the border. But one thing is certain, both retellings focus on the larger-than-life historical icons, the “fathers” of two new nations
who negotiated this divide, ostensibly for the good of the people. No one had bothered
to ask the people themselves.
“The violence and brutality of Partition is something which India would rather forget,” says the feminist historian Urvashi Butalia, whose family migrated from Lahore in
1947. “Remembering it means having to face up to the reality that there was a dark side
to the euphoria of Independence.” And thus, the uneasy relationship with our history
continues to simmer.
Our hosts in Leipzig are from different Germanys. Gerlinde born in West and Andreas in East Germany, were children during the reunification, but they don’t think their
upbringing was so different. This comes as a bit of a surprise to me since the stories
I’ve ever heard have been about the oppressive lives of East Germans. I ask Gerlinde to
elaborate.
“We both grew up in quite stable middle-class families in villages,” she says. But
for all the perceived backwardness of the East, women were expected to be productive
in the workplace. Thus, a system of daycares and later on school lunches let women
return to work, which Andreas’s mother did soon after giving birth. Gerlinde stayed at
home: it was frowned upon for women to leave home and hearth in the West. “But not
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every mum in the West could afford to stay at home. Their kids were called Schlüsselkinder [latchkey kids].”
And what about the ideological indoctrination in the East? Andreas recalls youth
organizations in the East to be quite physical and militaristic, the Jung Pionier, Thälmann Pionier, and Freie Deutsche Jugend (FDJ). He remembers being taught to play
rounders, only to have to practise these skills on throwing (fake) hand grenades. But
the West had its own ideological education: religion. “There were regular school services, communion at the age of nine, and later confirmation. Religion was a subject at
school,” says Gerlinde
Holidays too were the same and different. Andreas’s family went to Eastern bloc
countries, and Gerlinde’s vacationed in the West. Andreas remembers being allowed to
exchange only a limited amount of money, so when they went to a campsite in Hungary, his parents checked in, but the children climbed secretly over a fence, because they
couldn’t afford to pay for everyone. On the other hand, Gerlinde’s folks too found the
prices in Denmark rather steep. “So we would stuff our trunk with food from home.”
Movement between the two Germanys was strictly restricted from East to West,
though not the other way around. This led to scores of East Germans attempting to
escape to the freedom of choice. The photograph of the nineteen-year-old soldier
Conrad Schumann leaping to his liberation over the barbed wire marking the Berlin
Wall became an emblem of the Cold War. More than 2,000 others followed in his wake.
But for Schumann, what was supposed to be a breakaway from a regime of oppression
became his prison. The burden of being the pin-up boy for Western propaganda propelled him towards the bottle. Suffering from depression, he hanged himself at the age
of fifty-six.
The remarkable thing, though, is that despite Germany’s history of violence and
genocide, the reunification came on the heels of a bloodless revolution. The Germans
call it Die Wende, the turn, a series of non-violent demonstrations between 1989 and
1990 that freed East Germany from the rule of the Socialist Unity Party and ushered in
parliamentary democracy, laying the ground for reunification that was completed in
October 1990.
*
A few months before our trip to Germany, I am coming home from a dinner outing.
The two niblings, aged seven and three, get into a tiff. “You can go to Pakistan!” the
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older one declares, sitting back with the satisfaction of having delivered the ultimate
putdown. Neither child has any idea what that means. They are yet another generation
foisted with a hate of the unknown “other”, with no context and no justification.
I can still recall the images on TV of November 9, 1989, the day the Berlin Wall
fell. From my home in New Delhi, I watched crowds of East and West Berliners gather
on the top of the Wall in celebration, the Mauerspechte, the wall peckers, diligently
chipping away at it. Later, the military dismantles it, except for the bits that still remain,
like the East Side Gallery at Mühlenstraße.
And at the Berlin Wall Memorial on the corner of Bernauer Strasse and Ackerstrasse in Berlin. Here there is no ambiguity—this is a place of remembrance, a 70-metre stretch with a watchtower, and rusted metal rods filling in gaps where the Wall is no
more. An open-air exhibition with photographs and audio document the birth of Wall. In
the space that was once the “death strip” stands the Window of Remembrance, a tribute to those who died here. Their photographs are displayed in windows, where visitors
often leave flowers. Whereas the East Side Gallery is a depiction of unity, this memorial
is a reminder of the division.
There are other places in Berlin where the Wall makes an appearance. One such
site is Potsdamer Platz, near the train station, where a snaking marker along the streets
and pavements charts its course. Here I am free to straddle the two sides of once-divided Berlin without an obligation to make sense of anything, of needing to feel the
appropriate emotion.
“Memory is a complex thing,” says Urvashi Butalia. “Remembering Partition does
not mean only recalling the violence of the time. For every story of violence and enmity, there is a story of friendship and love, and it is as important to recall those as it is to
look at stories of violence. Sometimes the two are intertwined.”
We will never stop putting up walls and creating borders. What Berlin reminds me
is that we are capable of bringing them down as well. In 1947 a wall was built that still
bleeds from the lives it shattered; but in 1989 another was erased. As Leonard Cohen
reminds us, everything, including wall, has cracks. That’s how the light gets in.
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AMONG THE WOMEN, Selaine Henriksen
“Over the hills and through the woods, to Nana’s house we go. . .”
“Shush now. We’re here.”
And there it is, Nana’s house. Little and white with flowers, pretty flowers, spilling
everywhere, like they grow from the inside to the outside.
I run to the backyard, feet slipping on fresh cut, delicious smelling grass.
“Slow down there, Allie!”
In the back is a garden of secrets. In a corner a blue table and chair just for me,
hiding under the branches of a tree. Over here a pond, with a statue of a beautiful lady
and water trickles from her cup and magic bugs skate on top of the green water.
Kitty lies in the sun. Looks at me with sleep in her eyes then runs away.
“Let her be, Allie.”
Behind pots and pots of hanging green plants sits a gnome. Even with his pointed
red hat he looks very serious, like he has something to say but can’t ‘cause he’s made of
stone. I pull off a flower and tuck it into his hands.
“Allie, don’t pick the flowers!”
I find a pile of rocks by the shed I’m not allowed in. They’re covered in a blanket
that looks so soft. It sticks to my finger. I put the rocks together to make a man shape
like I saw by the side of the road and use a stick to pull the blanket all around to hold
the rocks together.
Daddy cooks on the BBQ. Hamburgers and a hot dog for me. All around the deck
butterflies are trapped, stuck in the ground.
“At night, when the sun goes down, the fairies ride those butterflies making them
shine with their light.”
The tree casts a long shadow over the table and chairs. Laughter and the clink of
glass on glass.
“Bed time, sweety.”
“But I want to see the fairies . . .”
“Another time.”
*
“Over the hills and through the woods, to Nana’s hou se we go. . . “
“Mom, seriously?” Jesus.
“All right. We’re here.”
The house, so small, sinks, like a giant hand is trying to squash it right into the
ground. The grass on the front lawn needs mowing and the raised wooden beds of
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flowers have split open. Dirt spills out, the flowers with it.
“Jesus, we’ve got our work cut out for us. I expect you to put that iPod away and
help, Allie.”
The backyard stinks. The pond water is green and covered with bugs. I wrinkle my
nose.
“Couldn’t you throw some bleach in there?”
“Get the clippers from the shed and start with that fallen branch.”
I attack the tree with gusto. An old cat jumps from her patch of sun and meanders
away from the sudden onslaught of branches and wood. Half blind, she slinks slowly
away from me.
“Don’t forget to trim the ivy, Allie.”
Behind the curtain of ivy I find a garden dwarf, his red hat faded to pink. He’s
fallen face down, covered in dirt. I expect him to be heavy, made of stone, but no, he’s
plastic. I grab too hard and my finger pokes through his back. I stand him upright and
dig a little hole to place him in so he won’t fall again. All around, under the blanket of
ivy, little purple flowers grow. Sprung up from beneath the shade.
“Sometimes, when you let things grow how they want to, you get pleasantly surprised. Let’s let it be.”
I pull the ivy curtain back in place, like Nana wants, then make a little peep hole
for the dwarf to look through.
I put the clippers away in the shed. My foot kicks a pile of rocks covered in a massive layered spider web. Tiny red spiders scuttle out from underneath the toppled rock.
“Gross!” I wait until the spiders have scattered then set about piling the rocks up the
way they’re meant to be.
Quiet voices, low. The clink of glasses on a glass table.
“She’s so young. . .”
“She’s made her choice. She wants to keep it.”
“You two can stay here if you need to. . .”
“No, no, we’ll be fine.”
The smell of searing meat fills the air.
“I have hot dogs just for you, Allie.”
“I’m vegetarian.”
“Oh, there’s salads. . . “
“I’ll be in my room.” Jesus.
*
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“Over the hills and through the woods, to GREAT Nana’s house we go. . .” Emma
shrieks the ‘great’ along with us, delighted to be allowed to shout as loud as she likes.
“We’re here.”
The little house has settled deeper into the ground, the weight of time’s hand
heavy. No grass to flatten under Emma’s eager feet, instead there is a rock garden. She
grabs at river stones as she scampers toward the backyard, filling her pockets.
She runs straight to the tree branches hanging low and hides, giggling. Rob
pretends to have lost her, then pretends to find her and catches her up in a hug. She
squeals.
I follow them and Rob has found the old rotting table and chair. He’s showing
Emma how to screw in the broken leg of the chair.
“Do you dare, m’ lady?”
Emma gingerly sits. The chair holds. Rob fishes out the still blue table and sets it
in front of her. It’s more than half rotten but stands. Rob draws the tree branch down.
“Your parlour, m’ lady.”
She’s thrilled for all of two minutes before she bounds out from under the branch
and darts over to the pond. The water is clear. There are no bugs and it doesn’t smell,
except faintly of bleach. Emma drops her river stones into the pond, one by one. I look
over at Nana and her face wrinkles into a smile.
We sit at the glass table, nursing our beers.
“Emma, leave it alone.”
Emma has a plastic garden gnome she’s kicking around like a soccer ball. I’m on
my feet and rescue the poor old thing.
“No, Emma. Don’t wreck Nana’s things. He belongs here.” I place him back behind
his curtain of ivy, just so, like the ivy is a cloak.
“He looks like a king,” Rob says.
But Emma is over by the shed, tugging on the door.
“No, Emma, there are dangerous things in there.”
She leaves the door and stumbles over a pile of rocks covered in a thick spider
web. I catch her before she falls. She picks up one of the rocks and toddles over to
throw it in the pond. I fish it out of the clean water.
“Look.”
Two small rocks make a leg, two more for the other. I have to fiddle with a long
rock to make it fit and not fall, like a puzzle piece. When it’s in place it forms the arms.
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Emma recognizes it now, from our trip here, and grabs the last rock.
“The head!”
“It’s an Inukshuk.”
“But what is it?”
“It marks the path.”
“What path?”
“The path we’re on, I guess.”
Rob is at the barbeque, frying burgers. Beef for Nana and veggie burgers for us.
Nana sets out a variety of salads. I kiss her cheek and she pats me on the shoulder.
“What a pleasant surprise,” she says, with a wink. I laugh.
Emma falls asleep in Rob’s lap. We watch the sun sink behind the branches of the
tree, the fading light flickering like fairies between the leaves.
*
“Over the hills and through the. . .”
“Mom? Seriously?” Emma’s earphones are hooked from the phone in her jeans
pocket through the top of her T-shirt. She plugs them in her ears, firmly.
We’re here.
The rock garden is no longer a garden, just a pile of rocks held together by tenacious weeds. In the middle hangs a “For Sale” sign.
“I’m so glad you came, Allie.” Mum hugs me. “You too, Emma.” She spreads her
arms wide to include Emma. “There’s so much to do. Maybe you could start weeding out
here, Em? They say curb appeal is the thing, right?”
Emma picks up the brown lawn-waste bag Mum has out already. “Sure, Nan.”
I follow Mum around to the back. The yard is overgrown. The tree branches block
the sun completely now. The deck is green with slime and the yard smells musty. Even
without the pond, long since filled in.
Mum sinks into a lawn chair. “It’s a little overwhelming.”
I nod.
“You should see the inside.”
I go in and grab a couple of beers from the fridge and rejoin Mum. She accepts
the beer gratefully.
We contemplate the job ahead.
“Nana left you the house, Allie. Have you thought about moving in here instead of
selling? I mean, you’ve moved so much ever since Rob . . .”
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“I’m just -- I’m just trying, Mum.”
“I know, I know. But you’d both be closer to me. And we’ll clean it up. It’s all junk.”
She waves her hand to include the house and yard.
Not everything. I get up and go over to the fence. The pots holding the ivy have
disintegrated. The roots still cling to the fence. I separate the curtain and, sure enough,
my garden gnome is there, face down, revealing the ugly hole in his back. His once
bright hat is leached of all colour. I brush him off and carry him back to the table.
Mum raises an eyebrow. I shrug.
“I need another bag.” Emma walks heavily into the backyard. “He’s still around?”
She picks the gnome up and places him back under the ivy.
She opens the shed to get another yard bag and the door snags against a pile of
rocks. She uses the new bag to brush off the spider webs. She starts piling the rocks
together. Her earphones dangle from the neck of her T-shirt like a broken necklace.
I help her stack the leg pieces of the Inukshuk.
“We should just glue it,” she says.
“We could,” I agree, “but there’s something satisfying about fitting it together.”
I think about how to broach the subject of moving once again, when she surprises
me.
“We could move in here, Mom. And then we could take our time fixing it up.”
“I’ll think about it.”
I look at her, at her T-shirt hugging her already swelling belly. Whatever path we
were on, this family, we were on it together.
“Come on. Take a load off.”
Mum has take-out. The setting sun releases the mosquitoes into the dank yard.
We move inside.
I glance back at the gnome, like a proper troll in his cave. He still regards me with
his serious expression.
“Yeah,” I tell him. “Surprises can be good.”
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What is Turnpike?
Turnpike is a literary and art magazine that focuses on fulfilling themes and underrepresented voices.
What does Turnpike do?
Turnpike focuses on the changes and shifts that confuse and bewilder us; moments of
decisive passion, breaths of fresh air, and all the tiny and gigantic things that facilitate
our growth find their place here.
We publish new issues every other month, featuring visual art, poetry, fiction, creative
nonfiction, and anything else you’ve deemed worthy of sharing. Anything that’s especially difficult to describe, explain, or contain in one genre is also more than welcome.
Why “Turnpike?”
We chose the name “Turnpike” to indicate a deviation, or turn from what is expected.
So often in the creative community do we focus on one type of voice and one type of
theme. In our personal experience with literary journals, we noticed a consistent focus
on trauma and misfortune that, while important, can become kind of damper on mental
health. Additionally, we noticed that other publications may not highlight LGBTQ+ folk,
persons of color, and other marginalized identities.
Our turn from the norm is to provide content based on more positive themes and to
provide a space for voices that may be underrepresented in other media. While other
publications that explore aforementioned voices and themes are helpful and important,
we strive to deviate, to be refreshing and vulnerable in a new way.
Let us know what you think of our latest issue!
– the turnpike team
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